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Lri'nBBY target in preparation for .future operations. and per- ■ 
formed investigations of numerous other Station targets of 
opportunity. He investigated many .leads from other audio- 
surveillance operations enabling the Station to maintain 
current data on various Soviet contacts and resulting in a 
recruitment attempt which,. while unsuccessful, is believed • 
to indicate future potential along this line. He has fur- 
trier been used to develop radio procedures for the mobile 
teams and to rent various properties' in support of other 
Station operations. - The. GEREHDE segment, using three, base 
houses for photography, produced upwards of 12,000 photo
graphs during the year. One base has recently begun taking 
motion pictures of Soviet .personnel in the course of conver
sation ■which have been forwarded to FI/D for possible exploita
tion . by . lip. reading -analysis-. This segment also- operates- -the 
mobile radio surveillance vehicles^ A. mobile photography sur
veillance truck has been usqu-yW^o the project year for 
coverage of various Station, hi ch do not warrant the
establishment 'oliotogruphi c bases. GERENDE has
also served t*ri't p,ost -ioffice,lvn;sc, hotel rooms, .etc., in 
support of otne.r.’.Station ope-rabiGhst During the past project . 
year CIRCHETT, -wao returned $0\M'^2£<£co in early -April."1959 " 
after HeaEquantarsb training;, l-spent the following two months 
being trained by ’SEAliTLTNG in mobile surveillance techniques. 
He then undertook training of a four member team which was 
Judged ready for operational use toward the end of the project 
year. Two additional contract agents, Wilma J. FI0RDALT3I and 
Louise J. I-IACRINO, performed translation and support functions.
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I. CURRENT OBJECTIVES AND tRChljgTICNdNu JT1-b \T WRETO 
VA\ ' t

A. Oilver G. SCAN to project objectives.)

1. "To collect pertaining to LIMERlCK personnel ...
and-physical facilities has continued to.provide worthwhile in-
for-ia.bion in support of 'spieVudjective. i (See previous project review fon-zariied 
by HML4A-200J2 of 18 October 1962.) During the past year .-SCANTLING was used to
follow up leads produced by both LIFEATiand LIENVOY in support of this objective. 
In particular SCANTLING provided, in blueprint detail, casing reports on the
homes of two Soviet intelligence officers who are targets for Station technical 
operations. i

SCANTLING also is used, to aid the Station in maintaining'current records 
of the residences of Soviet personnel living in Mexico. This is accomplished by 
SCANTLING's followup of LIENVOY leads which indicate Soviet interest in renting 
specific properties.

2. "To collect operational information pertaining to other targets of op
portunity, foreign official installations .and personnel of intelligence interest 
operating in Mexico." SCANTLING has. proved.-successful in providing information 
on other Station targets: . --

a. SCHILLING obtained information Uh/j^fe^UELET-2, a suspect Soviet 
support agent which -.was. the,.bas'i's of further Station operations 
against this target-. a

SCANTLING provided a casing of the former Yugoslav Commercial 
Office -against which the Station had planned a technical operation. 
However, this site was evacuated by the target mission before 
plans were comeleted for this attempt.

SCAl;Tii.i..hG L-.as conducted detailed investigations in various cases 
involving possible agents or eontn.ot.a of hostile ini cull-once ser
vices. These cases were oi’ prune owcci’S to Sva/wm .amoo out 
frequently aero underte.ken at the an.vj.est of Ncnca: nurture or othex

1. ::To provide support to other Sta; 
sacxou Oixicir.rs cunc-sriifed., n.vi.e 
concerned primarily, wish recruitment 
sporting period, howaver,' the-weight 
tiers hove twaa other"- forms. Bxann' 
osv fruitful offoriuvon SCANTLING! a

on ■
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In support .of the Station's harassment campaign against Juan Jose. 
AREVALO Bermejo, launched at the request of Headquarters, 
SCANTLING again provided the. means for carrying out a large portion 
of the action taken. SCANTLING's efforts ranged, from the mailing 
of '"poisoned" candy to .the'■-target to the placing of threatening ■■ 
phone calls. SCANTLING also- made calls to various Mexican news
papers and mailed "montage" pictures of A1BIVAL0 and a Soviet in
telligence officer to Guatemalan newspapers in the campaign to . 
discredit and discourage AREVALO in the Guatemalan Presidential 
campaign. ■

SCANTLING is used as the alternate contactin a sensitive LAURICLE 
project! This is. for the pu^wa^Wof minimizing the danger of the 
action agent in this ^rp^q^^v^mrecognized as being in contact 
with- an obvious„®i^^'E\'di;t^^^r'}^ SCANTLING's contribution to this 
operation ^a^viq?iehvncte5:fortny both from 'the standpoint of secui’ity 
and ageik^jiiandjV;ng''.: .....

W'- aidoA'f/f.LlNG continued to. condsib-irTovunerous pretext and neisruborhood . . u ah'..av , , .ir.vesviga'ciorx-s -As;!.noms past many os meso investigations were 
xxi relation to\highly sensitive cases.

CCLAClf?
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■■ ... n •2. "To collect operat j.oTial-.infcii-’h'a’ilston and identify operational leans 
pertaining to Station ta..egets; oi\'oppp^wi^iiuy." The LIEHTRAP operation, 
handled by G;iR.[dJDEriprd;Still\the^}A<Vj6i'‘ contributor to this objective.
LIELTRA? operat^S^-liVe&piid^is' contiijHafr&o' remain in the. area of photo stakeout 
of prosninent Me:\^^fEo\wimist,s7j^Ji^^yOTsently working, fulltime on providing 
pictures of individual^<^^^^y\l®Jis§lsrsur.pected of being meeting sites used 
by the Communist Par^)^^^^Wommunist Party Headquarters itself. LIERTRAP 
has’also recently begfciuxhoe used on ZRKNJCK leads. It is'expected that 
activities of JjlfllTIlAP in that latter-area-will expand in the coming, year.

j. "To provide operational support to Station operations including the 
renting of hotel rooms and safe apartments, renting and servicing of post office 
boxes, ord conducting counter-surveillances." GEREMDE* s contribution to the 
AMROD operation was noted in paragraph I.A.5.a. above. GEREIOE.* s comprehensive 
area knowledge and personal operational capabilities enable him to make a 
valuable contribution in such operations as AMROD and also enable him to procure
the most iesireable safe sites
project’s assets, particularly 
post office box mail drops-for

in support of the Station's operations. The 
GERENDE and LIEE-1PTY-1O, presently provide 20 
use of Mexico Cit.3r Station and other Stations.

planned to reduce this number considerably during the next year,

addresses 
oneratior

;ets now can provide a...nutfoer of live 
post office boxeshwilt^b^Aretained f

countaon

cl

0'
.ndycuantity ‘ of operational^ information produced by th 
. fttlcef ''activities u^dn3' s control and supervi 
tofsion-worta^diilobiy^iWtbme cases unique. It is cc 
,t thishsofm^ttoif the LIEMPTY Project should be conti

0. relotionshir to the Related Mission Directive

As noted in th© examples given-above, Project LISATY lias ••provided vas 
suppurt to tony Station operations and thereby has been a contributing fact 
the fulfillment of the Related Mission objectives of the Station. The proj 
has •‘■st produced any positive intelligence nor is it intended -to do so. Th 
project's s ole purpose-is to provide a mechanism for tl.e development of ope 
tlom.l 1 n fur-motion.
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necessary in early 1964.
_ .................. to work during the corning

project year. Strpbffflgigdbes.1not 'tcP¥feqiiest cancellation of her operational
clearance at this ' tffirt'--fes not incjJ.u4ed salary payments to her in the 
estimated costs ofUWe jp^jec^^n^'^^ng year.

The unusual sala^^I^fe^^jaj\w5rlected for LI5MPTY-19 in the -"Project Costs" 
(below) sectionfor theUcoming year is due to this agent’s new duties of LIFEAT
processing in addition to her old duties as translator. Agent’s OA was amended 
for this use on 2 January 19&5•

.ill* EfFECTX vEJIESS

The comments made’. concerning-the project’s effectiveness in-the Project' 
Renewal of i960 (HMMA 15979) remain valid. Indeed the Station’s need for the 
type of services provided by the assets-, of this project are -at least as great 
today as they were when those comments were originally forwarded.

IV. PROBLEMS

There are presently no .known major*problems facing the operation which would 
affect .either the security or the effectiveness of this operation. The security ' 
problem facing the LICALLA portion of the operation and described in HJ-S4A-15979 
and sub sequent renewal requests has been resolved by the Cuban Government ’.s release 
of three KumlOT personnel earlier this year. As was noted previously, one of 
this group la-1 knowledge of the LICALLA- operation.

both bCAhTLIKG and GER/iKDE took the LC.FWTTER duriiig the month of October 
1969. lie- security problems were revealed by. this test.

The Station considers; that the project is" operating at its optimum size end 
doss not plan to expand'dt during- the- .doming .year. Efforts will be continued to 
refine arl bettor utilitsg \the\jbxisting pubjbet’’organization end to improve too 
comoar-■mentation o.nd secuYit'VJdfothh' bvoject.

u .

.jut 10,9-03 will be expended ■' owning 11,.? Inst "two months- of the-project year. 
Thio will woke .?. total expenditure for the project- year ei stout OUS' 93,100 or 
yUS 1,p00-under that which ira.s allottor t'or this project.
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Review of Project LIEMPTY 

(For the purpose of Project Renewal)

CURRENT OBJECTIVES

A. Oliver ( 
objectives):

segment (discussebl in relation to project

1. "To collect operational information pertaining to LIMERICK 
personnel and physical facilities?’' SCANTLING has continued (see pre
vious Project Reviews forwarded as attachments to HMMA-17999, 31 
October 1961., HMMA-14093, 13 November 1959, and HMMA-15979, 18
November 1950) to provide worthwhile information pertaining to this ob
jective. During the past year SCANTLING has continued to be used ex
tensively to follow up leads produced by LIFEAT and LIENVOY. An ex
cellent example of this blending of various Station support assets was the 
investigation and casing performed by SCANTLING after leads from both
LIENVOY and LIFEAT indicated the possibiJL(t^\pf launching a successful 
technical operation against the residen-e^^^\\lhl'^h ranking LIMERICK 
intelligence officer assigned^.^^^^yupjdeT>^iplomatic cover. Vith the 
aid of the thorough casjp^^^^t\an^het;ghborhood investigation completed 
by SCANTLING, Statian^D^fd^-personnel, supported by other Station 
support-assets, were sbrece‘ssful-in installing a technical device in the
target.

SCANTLING continues to be the Station's primary means of keeping 
current records on the.residences of the many Soviet personnel in Mexico 
City. This is primarily accomplished through SCANTLING's follow up of 
all LIENVOY leads which indicate interest by Soviets in specific quarters. 
(See previous project renewal requests for additional details.)

2. "To collect operational information pertaining to other targets of 
opportunity, foreign official installations and personnel of intelligence in
terest operating in Mexico". SCANTLING is very useful for collecting in
formation on other Station targets: ...... u,.r .A.

a. On the basis of a. lead fro mt he ODA CID Installation', in 
Veracruz, the Stat ion'7(w ith Headquarters support) mounted an 
operation to unobtrusively sabotage a large unit of agricultural 
machinery (of U. Swofigin) which was in. transit to Cuba. To 
mount this operation, \a precise and detailed casing of the imple
ment, was essential. x Th is SCANTLING was able to accomplish in 
one trip to Veracruz with .results that contributed-
the operation. whaid ’■ '■'TY

- P ... r < : t 7 ,. ■■■H Tl? - .1 ■
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b. SCANTLA^G^prpytded met Statio n. a detailed investigation 
of Harotun (''Har^.^<QpdlANl employee of American Communists. 
■Albert and Margret MAL^Zr^whi^y.Uu determined the residence 
of KOPOIAN as w^ll^^J^^mil^sthtiiS!and connections.

c. In the Satellite area, SCANTLING completed a casing of 
an official Yugoslav installation in conjunction with a projected 
Station technical operation.

3. "To exploit operational leads through recruitments, debriefings, 
and surveillances. ” SCANTLING has contributed to this objective both 
directly and Indirectly as noted in the following examples:

a. SCANTLING completed a detailed and secure interview of 
the fiancee of (^SMOOTH to determine her connection with the 
principals in the MCMAYFOWL case, particularly any connection 
with procurement of documents used inThb flight behind the Iron 
Curtain. This assignment^Wbem^ytsensitive-(SCANTLING  
was not told true,r^a^ftt^flhterview)''and'SCANTLING did an ' • 
admirable job wi^^yma'intainihg his cover for having the interview.

b. SCANTLING nyas/.called on’fort extensive initial spade work 
in the(BBKNAVE//®^^.ppsrktion. SCANTLING gave his 
usual competent performance despite the fact that the role assigned 
him was unique to his experience.

c. SCANTLING performed one man surveillance of a sensitive 
Station Soviet double agent which contributed significantly to that 
operation.

d. SCANTLING was used extensively during the visit of 
GPIDEAL as part of the Station's effort in providing maximum 
protection for the GPIDEAL party.

xext and 
ens itive. 
guested by

, SCANTLING 
For example, 

•14 in July 
-ci .pTbT' DVXISH C o

'. e.; In addition, SCANTLING performed numerousmrt 
neighborhood Investigations, .some of whtdii’were highly's. 
SCANTLING also does most of the local investigations rec 
ODACID and other.-ODYOKE components.

4. In addition to his; contributions to'the above objectives 
is used for miscellaneous support.requirements from the Station. 
SCANTLING handled LIEMBROIL-2 untii rhe return of LIMOTOR- 
1962. SCANTLING is also used to spot utd rent safe hcuses-and. 
for other Station operations. RT' q C-vw
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5. As stateMAra^precoeding Requests for Project Renewal, 
although SCANTLIN®s^IEMPT¥:\Prpje,ct objectives can never be com
pletely fulfilled,, it is th^^^^^gjliidn'tliat SCANTLING has made 
important and valuable cop ipibbt ions to LIEMPTY Project objectives 
specifically and to other Station activities in general. SCANTLING’s
production, measured against monetary expenditures, case officer time 
and other intengible factors, unquestionably justifies his continuation 
as an integral part of Project LIEMPTY.

B. Raymond H» GERENDE Segment (discussed in relation to project 
objectives):

1. "To collect operational information pertaining to LIMERICK 
personnel and physical facilities through use of photographic base houses. ” 
Three photographic bases, LIMITED, LILYRIC and LICALLA, contribute 
to this objective. To avoid repetition, the Station is omitting the usual 
description of the functions of the^’^^S^p.^'and hovv they contribute 
to the above objective in the I960 Request for
Project Renewal., (HMW^9^1-i ’ ‘J

2. ’’To collect ope^^n^^y^pr.tjjatioh and identify operational 
leads pertaining to Station t^pget-p;'of'opportunity. ” The.LIENTRAP operation, 
handled by GERENDE, is spill the major contributor to this objective.
Among LIENTRAP's regular and extensive photographic assignments, was 
the photo stakeout of prominent Mexican Communists (some of whom have 
never been photographed previously by KUBARK) and'Communist Party 
Headquarters. During this assignment, LIENTRAP was able to cover 
the recent move of PCM Headquarters (the first information Station had 
of the move) and to continue photo surveillance at the new site.

3. "To provide operational support to Station operations, i. e., 
rent hotel rooms and apart-ments, and conduct counter-surveillances. ” 
GERENDE is used frequently to rent hotel rooms, and apartments for .other 
Station operations- and activities. ■ GERENDE's comprehet’; re i ., 
know ledge and personal operational c.ipa i?.ilit'iescom:bine to make him an 
-extremely valuable pacypriyasset. for such support activities. GERENDE . 
also procures and service's post’’office box letter drops for tb.e many 
Station operations requiring them.

ptyr'-’-’j

OOW055
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„...
4. Ths quality^q^yquahtity of opera'tiohal information produced • 

by the photographic^'pesj-anci. other activities under GERENDE s control 
and supervision is cqjisiddred worthwhildi.and in some cases unique. The 
Station concludes, therefore, that this .segment of the LIEMPTY Project 
should be continued. •. •- '

C. Relationship to Related Mission Directive Objectives:

As stated in previous project renewals, it can readily be noted that 
Project LIEMPTY has provided support to many Station operations and in 
this manner has been a contributing factor to the furtherance of the Related 
Mission Directive. The project has not produced any positive intelligence 
nor has it been intended that it should do so. The project's sole purpose 
is to provide a mechanism for the development of operational information 
in support of other Station operations.

II. CHANGES

There have been no changes in the.LIEMPTY Project during the 
past project year affecting either objectives or personnel. .•

III. EFFECTIVENESS

There has been no change in Project LIEMPTY which would alter 
the validity of the remarks made in Section III of I960 project renewal re
quest (HMMA 15979)

IV. PROBLEMS

The security problem in connection with the LICALLA operation, 
which was described in I960 renewal request, is still present but has 
caused no known difficulty. At Headquarters suggestion in HMMvV-9736, the 
LICALLA base was reactivated on 29 May 1961. .The base operator.con- ... 
•tinues to be alert for any unusual incidents which might indicate that the : . 
base has been compromised. -

V. PLANS '

The Station conslqqrs .tnabtne prO^typsioperating at tt-s optimum 
size and does not plap tpfoxparid it during the coming year. Efforts will 
be continued to refineA&ncI-better utilize me.existing project organizational 
arrangements. As in. the past, the.Starioa will continue its efforts to 
improve the comoartmentation' add security'of the project.

Iv.” _• ’ •< ••• '

OOC/tCSG
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VI. costs Bro '’ v”
A. Past Project Year - S^Eatj,ton..firiance records indicate that Project 
LIEMPTY expended approximately $26, 250 during Fiscal Year 1962 
(1 December .1961 - 30 June 1962) and has thus far during Fiscal Year 
1963 (through 30 September 1962) expended about $7,000.00, It is 
anticipated that about $8,000.00 will be expended during the last two 
months (October and November 1962) of the project year. This will 
make a total expenditure during the project year of about $43, 250, or 
$6, 250. 00 under the budget estimate of $49, 500. 00.

B. Next Project Year - Of the total $49, 900.00 budget, itemized below, 
approximately $30, 400.00 should be expended during the remainder of 
Fiscal Year 1963 and the balance, $19, 500.00 should be expended during 
Fiscal Year 1964. Normal accounting procedures will be used for all ex
penditures.

SUB TOTA L ' J39AOOQ. 00u, $24^00.00

AGENT SALARIES $US Per Annum FY 1963
(Includes Christmas bonus •'x. -■
1962)

Raymond fl. GERENDE ' ■ $ 6,000.00
Oliver G. SCANTLING'? : 5,500.00
Louise J. MACRINO 
(at $US 2.02 per hour) ’ 500.00
LIEMPTY-4 2, 400.00
LIEMPTY-5
(at $US 1. 75 per hour) 1,000.00
LIEMPTY-6 3, 500.00
LIEMPTY-7 (no salary) —
LIEMPTY-8 2,200.00
LIEMPTY-9 3,200.00
LIEMPTY-10 ■ 4,200.00
LIEMPTY-11 2, 900.00
LIEMPTY-12 2,200.00
LIEMPTY-13 2,200.00
LIEMPTY-14 2,200.00
LIEMPTY-19
LIEMPTY-24 (no salary)

1,000.00

FY 1964

$15, 000.OCT"
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OPERATIONAL

Transporter ion: \ 1 '\W'
Maintenance of MV 227^^9 c 
MV 2284, and 2236. 2,000.00

FY 1963 FY 1964

Real Estate:
Rent, utilities, and 
maintenance safehouses

*LIMITED 3,300.00
*LICALLA 1,700.00
LILYRIC 1,200.00

Procurement of safehouses, '
post office boxes, and^r^ttpg^"' 6
of automobiles ; 1,000.00

\T '' A
Purchase of information, iden- $
tification documents, andb'ribes 500.00

SUBTOTAL $9,700.00 $5,700.00 $4,000.00

OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT

Repair, maintenance and pur
chase of replacement photographic 
equipment and purchase film 1, 200, 00

SUB TOTAL $. 1, 2Q0.0Q $ 700.00 $ 1500.00

GRAND TOTAL $49, 900.00
(per pro ject year)

$30, 400.00 $19, 500. CT
(FY 1963) (FY 1964):

NOTE: LIMI t ED and LICALLA rents are returned to Station by LIMOUSINE 
and credited to miscellaneous receipts},)



VII. EME R GENC Y CONDITI

Emergency reco^^’a^^g^mentsfor Oliver. Go SCANTLING and 
.Raymond H. GERENDE are on file in Headquarters (See HMMA 15982 of 23 
November I960 and HMMA 15981 of 23 November I960.) For further infor
mation see project renewal request of I960 forwarded by HMMA 15979.

VIII. TRAINING

No training, other than that within the competency of SCANTLING
or GERENDE to give, is anticipated for the coming project year.
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^REVIEW OF’PROJECT E'&MP'PY
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Rey i^.pf Project LIEMPTY 

(For the Phr^ose of Project Renewal)

I. CURRENT OBJECTIVES AND PRODUCTION

A. Oliver G. SCANTLING Segment (discussed in relation to project 
objectives):

1. "To collect operational information pertaining to LIMERICK 
personnel and physical facilities. ’’ SCANTLING has continued (See the 
last two Project Reviews forwarded as attachments to HMMA-14093, 
13 November 1959, and HMMA-15979,...18 Npy'^iber 1960) to provide 
worthwhile Information pertaining to this

... a
a. During the past year^S^MLlNG has continued to be 

used to follow up leads produce^M'oBNVOY'. For example, 
operational information recph’t^uiHdicated that the LIMERICK 
target was using the' services of a Mexico City firm to repair 
safes. Through discreet investigation SCANTLING was able to 
identify the firm, its location and the name of the owner in the 
event that we later wished to make an approach to him or to 
exploit this information in another manner.

b. SCANTLING is still the Station’s primary source for 
keeping current records bn.the residences of the many LIMERICK 
personnel in Mexico City. This is accomplished in several ways; 
the most important being SCANTLING’S follow up of all L [ENVOY 
leads which indicate the LIMERICK people are interested in 
renting a given piece of property. (See previous project renewal 

■ request for additional details)..
. ' '; ,. \d Vii;2. "To collect operational infofmVfibn'pertaining to other targets 

of opportunity, foreign official installations and personnel of intelligence 
interest operating in Mexico." SCANTLING is very useful for collecting 
information on other Station targets:

OOOkOGl



a. of a-^req^^^o the Station from the
ODA CID Chi^^CA^TLI^iS^xa's,’sehf to Puebla to be an 
eyewitness to the^\^U^\^l>Gatholic inspired anti-CAST.RO 
demonstrations. \No'EbnIy did SCANTLING obtain the desired 
information, and samples of many of the leaflets used, but he
prepared his report for the Station in time for the COS to give 
the ODACID Chief a briefing at 1000 hrs., 5 June 1961.
SCANTLING does an excellent job on this type of assignment 
due principally to his ability to observe and report objectively.

b. SCANTLING was instrumental in establishing that 
Fernando LLANES Cavero and his wife were living at a local 
Mexico City address. This case has been of considerable 
counterespionage interest to Headquarters.

c. SCANTLING has continued Ms contributions to the 
Paul Frederick ICIRSCHHOFF capeb^^r iodic interviews with 
the 'subject*s neighbors pp^^^ciat^s^'0

3. ”To exploit- operational leads t-prbju^h recruitments, debriefings, 
and surveillances. ” SCANTLING.has\'^ii^l^^ibd to this objective both 
directly and indirectly as will be n'otedjby^lie examples listed below :

a. ’ SCANTLING devoted a lot of time to the_____
surveillance and attempted recruitment of Abel TEA GA), a 
Mexican national employed at the Cuban Embassy. SCANTLING 
talked with ARTEAGA* several times and undoubtedly was 
primarily responsible for the later success of the recruitment 
made bv another Station agent.

x ICO

b. Some additional time was devoted to the Cesar 
GONZALEZ Sanchez case-in. Februar.y4\961 when SCANTLING- 
determined that 'GONZALEZ was -st II 
the last renewal for additional..detail

c. In connection with the abo'yd)objective SCANTLING 
has performed numerous pretext and neighborhood investigations 
for the Station. SCANTLING also does most of the local 
investigations requested by ODACID and other ODYOKE 
components.
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August of this year giving tradecraft and surveillance 
training to LIPAILS 5 and 7 from Monterrey. Although 
this is not a direct contribution to the above objective, it 
is considered sufficiently related to mention here.

4. In addition to his contributions to the above objectives, 
SCANTLING is used for miscellaneous support requirements from the 
Station. For example, SCANTLING is now handling LIEMBROIL-2 and 
will continue to do so until the return of LIMOTOR-14 in June 1962. Also, 
during the past project year, SCANTLING handled the LIRICE surveillance 
team until July 1961 when Simon D. CLACKETT (ps) returned to Mexico 
City. SCANTLING is also used to spot and-refltTpafe houses and apartments 
for other Station operations. _ .... .yL"T\\

5. As stated u^^e'^ir^ceeding Requests for Project Renewal, 
although SCANTLING'S LIEMPTY Project'qbjec^ives can never be completely 
fulfilled, it is the Station’s.opinioii that/SCANTLING has made important and 
valuable contributions to LIEMPTY Project objectives specifically and to 
other Station activities in general. SCANTLING's production, measured 
against monetary expenditures, case officer time and other intangible factors, 
unquestionably justifies his continuation as an integral part of Project 
LIEMPTY.

B. Raymond H. GERENDE Segment (discussed in relation to project 
objectives):

1. "To collect operational information pertaining to LIMERICK 
personnel and physical facilities through use of photographic base houses. ” 
Three photographic bases, LIMITED. LILYRIC and LICALLA, contribute 
to. this objective. To avoid repetition, flperSth^ion is omitting the usual 
description of the functions of the.serfnreb''Isas^S and how they; contribute 
to the above objective. . Inhere, has'been. no'-LKange in the.coverage as 
described in the 1960vR'eqirest;for..Project Renewal.

2. ' To collect operatiprial information and identify operational 
leads pertaining to StatiohVfargets .of opportunity. " The LIENTRAP 
operation, handled by GERENDE, is still the major contributor to this

000^063
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objective. In addition 
in support of other Sta 
months, on a fulltime 
several weeks thspeW 
from the LIENTRAP v- 
LIERODE technical ge

to numerous photographic assignments 
^KTENTRAP devoted nearly four 
(gOf the LIERODE operation. For 
tire LIERODE target was recorded 
the LIENTRAP agents operated the 

'Withe initial LIERODE stationary base.

to cp' 
e "taken fr-

3. "To provide operational support to Station operations, i. e., 
rent hotel rooms and apartments, and conduct counter-surveillances. ” • 
GERENDE is used frequently to rent hotel rooms and apartments for other 
Station operations and activities. GERENDE's comprehensive area 
knowledge and personal operational capabilities combine to make him an 
extremely valuable Station asset for such support activities. GERENDE 
also procures and services post office box letter drops for the many 
Station operations requiring them.

4. The quality and quantity of operational information produced 
by the photographic bases and other activities under GERENDE's control 
and supervision is considered worthwhile. c^p^^tion concludes, therefore, 
that this segment of the LIEMPTY P^ajejcWSould'dbe continued.

C, Relationship to RelaWqyMisslph.Directive Objectives:

As stated in the prev ipusjp.ro ject renewal, it can readily be noted 
that Project LIEMPTY has provided support to many Station operations and 
in this manner has been a contributing factor to the furthereance of the 
Related Mission Directive. The project has not produced any positive 
intelligence nor has it been intended that it should do so. The project's sole 
purpose is to provide a mechanism for the development of operational 
information in support of other Station operations.

IL CHANGES

There have been no changes in the LIEMPTY.Project during the past.project 
year except that SCANTLING-relinquished control of the LIRICE (formerly LIJERSEY) 
surveillance team in July 1961 in accordance with previous plans. '
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There has been no chp:n^\l^^j§gtx-L'i^K4PTY which would alter the 
validity of the remarks made^Y^Q'dt'ibn-III of last year's project renewal request.

IV. PROBLEMS

The securtry problem in connection with the LICALLA operation, which 
was described In last year's renewal request, is still present but has not caused 
any known difficulty. At Headquarters suggestion in HMMW-9736, the LICALLA 
base was reactivated on 29 May 1961. The base operator has been cautioned to be 
ever alert for any unusual incidents which might indicate that the base has been 
compromised. This is the only problem experienced by the LIEMPTY Project 
during the past project year.

The Station considers that th^jp^jebt is^how'operating at its optimum size 
and does not plan to expand fip,d^m^lth^cbmihg year. Rather, efforts will be 
devoted to refining and bettdp,;u.til'izing'the existing,project organizational 
arrangements. v’" .. - A,. ;

VI. COSTS

A. Past Project Year - Station finance records indicate that Project LIEMPTY 
expended $21, 458.00 during Fiscal Year 1961 (1 December I960 - 30 June 1961) and 
has thus far during Fiscal Year 1962 (through 30 September 1961) expended about 
$11, 600, CO, It is anticipated that about $8, 000.00 will be expended during the last 
two months (October and November 1961) of the project year. This will make a 
total expenditure during the project year of about $40, 500.00, or some $1.2, 500.00 
under the budget estimate of $53,000.00.

B. Ensuing Period - Of the total,$49>$5’p'b.\O0,\U^|get, itemized below,- . .
$29, 500.00 should be. expendeTdurmg. the remainder’of Fiscal Year .1962 and the 
balan’ce, $20,000.00 should be^expended-during.Eipca(LYear 1963. Normal accounting 
procedures will be used for allMxpenditures.Ni\\h\ VpyjV

...m- ■;/i- -

SECRET/MStl^
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AGENT ' U, S.-,,$;-PER ANNUM

Raymond H. GERENDE - . G$V<520.00 !
Oliver G„ SCANTLING
Louise J. MACRINO

(@ $2.02 per hour)
LIEMPTY-4
LIEMPTY-5

$1. 75 per hour)

5,000.00- ;

1,500.00 i
2,200.00

1,000.00
LIEMPTY-6
LIEMPTY - 7 (No Salary)

3, 000. 00 !
-0- • ' ■ i

LIEMPTY-8
LIEMPTY-9 
LIEMPTY-10 
LIEMPTY-11 
LIEMPTY-12 
LIEMPTY-13 
LIEMPTY-14 
LIEMPTY-19

2,000.00
3,000.00 '
3,900.00 •
2,800.00 |
2,000.00 i
2,000.00 ;
2,000.00 i
1,000.;.00 i

LIEMPTY-24 (No Salary) n
Christmas Bonuses 1961

V^UB^TOTAL/
. W- ... ■

; 2,,(580.00 ■ ■ ■ i
$ 39,500.00 1fT--‘ \\

OPERATIONAL EXPENSES : . . . ./ 
yc we-

Maintenance of M7-2279, 2284 and 
2286.

Procurement of Safehouses, post 
office boxes and renting 
automobiles.

$ 2,000.00

1,000.00 4
Purchase of information, 

identification documents, and
■ bribes. .

SUB-TOTAL . .
500.00

. - ■ ■ ■ 3,500,00 - .. ■. 1

OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT . Q.. '\T\

Repair, maintenance and purchase
of replacement photographic .. .
equipment. $ 1,000.00

SUB-TOTAL 1,000.00

SECREI>W«B*fc. ; , . .
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REAL ESTATE

Rent, utilities and maintenance 
of following safehouses:

TLMITED
"'LICALA 
LILYRIC

$ 3,000.00
1,500.00
1,000.00

SUB-TOTAL 5, 500.00

i

GRAND TOTAL $ 49, 500.00

♦LIMITED and dCALLA Station by LIMOUSINE and
credited to Station mipcellanedub 'receipts

VII. EMERGENCY CONDITIONS

Please refer to last year's request for project renewal and HMMA-15982, 
23 November I960, and HMMA-15981, 23 November I960.

SECRET/SSS^C



REVIEW OF PROJECT LIEMPTY 
■

(For the Purpose of Pro jebl Pienewal)

*¥SiSh®
CRYPTONYM LIEMPTY FIELD CASE

STATION

The attached project action is presented for approval for the

’ period ,1 December I960 through 30 November 1961®.
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REVIEW OF PROJECT LIEMPTY 
(For the Purpose of Project Renewal)

1 o CURRENT OBJECTIVES AND PRODUCTION .

Oliver G. SCANT-klNG' Segment... -Gdiscussed in relation 
to project bh’jeo'tive^^.^\^Vf\^^y\\
1. ’’-To coll^o^'^^^litJnal information per
taining to LIMERICK personnel and physical 
facilities." SCANTLING has continued (See the 
last Project Review forwarded as an attachment 
to HMMA-14093, 13 November 1959) to provide 
worthwhile and significant information per
taining to the above objective* There follow 
a few examples of SCANTLING’S production:

a. A detailed casing of the LIMERICK 
electrical power supply was forwarded 
to Headquarters as an attachment to 
HMMA-14496> 12 February I960* The pro
duction of this type of operational 
information, which takes several weeks 
to compile accurately, illustrates the 
unusual tai ents poss,^S8^d(^'^CANTLING 
together wijbh.^^r’y^^a^.iW'./C^ntributions 
to the s/operatibnal information
tiollsctapnjdffort. .... -

0* SCANT!INGghas /been, Rsedfrequently 
to follow up- l/eadh-jproduced by LIFEAT/ 
LIMERICK '(nbwuproduced by LIENVOY). For 
example, in May I960, LIFEAT indicated 
that the LIMERICK target was having con
siderable contact with an AGENCIA ROBLES 
coneerring the handling of incoming and 
outgoing shipments. By discreet. investi-». 
gation, SCANTLING was able to provide the 
Station with additional pertinent information 
about the address, owner and type of business 
engaged in by the firm*. Such information 
then becomes readily'available for Sexploitation 
should fa (LIMERICK shipment' of-'particular- .... ■ 
interest' come to the attention of. the Station,

V ’ '■ 1 - .w
c. Si-ANGLINGIs thepS.tatrbn’s primary 
invest igh’Mye^asset' for keeping track of 
current residence•addressees of LIMERICK 
personnel,. The Station considers it important 
from the counterespionage standpoint to main
tain information on the location of all



LIMERICK residences. In additioh, specific 
targets are conji-ntlally considered for LICOOL 
in st all at ieaa^g^ A, recent example of SCANTLING' s 
efforts iriVtnf'sV connection-ynu^d be the spot
ting and ■ac^f'siti<^rP.^\’b^eli\iHTOTOR base in 
the same apart^^pbuj^t.^^\lwa?te 11 TALON ~1. 
Contributions\o^m^j|’!^^e operational informa
tion are cpiite wime consuming’due to, the 
necessity for checking out several apartments 
that a LIMERICK individual may initially be 
considering as a residence.

’•To collect operational information pertaining to 
r targets of opportunity, foreign official install 
3 and personnel of intelligence interest operating 
exico.” As indicated below, SCANTLING is also 
emely useful for collecting information on targets 
r than LIMERICKr

a. In March I960 SCANTLING was instrumental 
in locating property adjacent to the LITABBY 
installation which therStatip'ip\^s since 
rented in anticipation'of'ini’ttp.ting photo
graphic an^^ephni'cai operationso SCANTLING 
was able ts^) accomplish this,..assignment only 
after, a thdrcilgh casing".-andVpn(^text investi
gations of th^.'seyeral ■piec.esibf property 
appropriate fo.p such operations.

U
b. SCANTLING is also used to follow up 
sensitive leads in connection with LIEEAT 
and LIENVOY production from LITABBY and 
sister targets (See example as to type 
under I,A,1, b and c above).

Oo SCANTLING was used as an investigative 
asset to determine the local address and. 
axac t employment of (]G~ordoh~Wi'iriam GRVVLB? 

(7(^01-22002a counterespionage case o.f“z
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9 September 1.960, 
case®

GONZAJjEZ was finally identified and his 
Mexico City home a^rd<^M$£Xne

b& The prellinin^a^Vffiw^^gative work on a
KUSODA \iswerest was conducted
by SCANT!this investigation it 
was necessary for SCANTLING to travel to 
Aguascalientes, Guanajuato aid Minatitlan to 
obtain the information required by Headquarters® 
See the attachments to HMMT-1416, 20 May I960,, 
for the results of the investigation®

4> In addition to his contributions to the above objec
tives, SCANTLING is used for miscellaneous support 
requirements of the Station. For example, SCANTLING 
handled several of Raymond II® GERENDE's (ps) operations 
while the latter was away from Mexico City during August 
and September I960. Also, SCANTLING has been managing 
the 1IJERSEY surveillance team since the departure of 
Simon D. CLACKETT in August I960®. It is hoped that 
SCANTLING can be relieved of thi^-’-asS-^EiKient as soon 

■ as the LITEMPO proje.g.t.j-i3r-?^p;ph^ye^^yv^J^4TLING has also 
been used to spotl^andureht. jsafe.^house su for various 
Station operationsyha;valuable operational support 
service® u.... - v, -'AIM

' O'®
5® As stated in the \p^ece,qd-.ing‘Request for Project 
Renewal, although SCANTLING’s LIEMPTY Project objectives 
can never be completely fulfilled, it is the Station’s 
opinion that SCANTLING has made important and valuable 
contributions to LIEMPTY Project objectives specifically 
and to other Station activities in general ® SCANTLING’S- 
production, measured against monetary expenditures, 
case officer time and other intangible- factors, unques
tionably justifies his continuation as an integral nart 
of Project LIEMPTY®

.d

a.i n 
dr o’

apaie oases 
inf ormatio.
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This information'-is particularly usefpl in. keeping track of 
LIMERICK persojipehand assistingwvith the identification of 
visitors to the fesEaHatrbh? 'Also, LIMITED maintains a 
summary attendance "list of LIMERICK employees on a daily 
basis; this enables the Station quickly to ascertain the 
presence or absence of an employee on any given day. 
Finally, one other significant service is performed by this
base, the radio dispatching of the LIEMBRACE surveillance 
team on LIMERICK personnel and targets of opportunity. 
LIMITED’s photographic coverage is still concentrated on 
visitors, as opposed to employees, to the LIMERICK 
installation. A recent example of the base’s contributions to 
Station efforts is the case ofJoseph Ralph MAURI. ’ In this 
case, a LIEN VO Y lead in dicat eOTtiaUan^i'-npr lean might visit 
the LIMERICK target on a certain day^BTj^base was alerted 
to dispatch,the radio-controlled" surveiilarice team on any 
person appearing to. be an American. The^results of this 
assignment were indicated in MEXI-6392Mid several other 
cables. LIMITED was also -able tQ^pr^d^hofe^aphSr 
which when compared withSphojographs provided by Head
quarters, left no question as to (MA UR I' s) ident ity.

b. LILYRIC - This base's output of high-quality clandestine 
photographs has been in about the same quantity as last year. 
In addition, the base operator, LIEMPTY-14, prepares weekly 
reports on LIMERICK employees and their wives. LILYRIC 
•also performs the assignment of noting and reporting the’ 
l icense plate numbers of all cars bringing visitors to the' 
LIMERICK installation. LILYRIC photographs also are con-- 
centrated on visitors to rhe target, as opposed’to employees. 
It should be noted'that.LILYRIC operates for photographic 
coverage during the-hours from•'daylight-'rd;1406:..hours each 
day of the week except:Sunday. -The LIMITED base maintains . 
photographic coverage from.1400. hours to darkness each day 
except Sunday. - d.- 'X

c. LICALLA - .As reported ,in previous correspondence, the 
LICALLA base con.tributes^bvjhefe'oilection of operational 
information through photographic coverage of 'LIMERICK . 
employees and their families, Also, the base operator,
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LIEMPTY^^^pplies^extr^rriely^orthv/hile information 
pertaining to the^pp^i^ent posjitiOns and jobs of the target 
employees. this objective by careful
observation an® analysis. LICALLA also maintains a daily 
attendance roster of all LIMERICK employees. LICALLA 
coverage of the target, both photographic and physical 
observations, enables the Station to keep abrest of LIMERICK 
personnel changes, a vital contribution to the Station’s counter 
espionage effort.

.2. "To collect operational information and identify operational leads 
pertaining to Station targets of opportunity. " The LIENTRAP operation, 
handled by GERENDE, is the major contributor to this objective,, It 
has been possible for LIENTRAP to take photographs and to perform 
pretext investigations in support of, numerous Station activities. The 
cases listed below are cited as examples^

a. In the case: of Cesar GONZAL'EZ^anchez (see I, A, 3, a, above) 
LIENTRAP was able to.pTppd^ of GONZALEZ at his
Mexico City residepcbwhid^^wh^n compared to Headquarters 
provided photogra^s^ne^ no doubt that GONZALEZ was the 
subject of interest to Headquarters.

b. LIENTRAP confirmed the identity of Olga CASTILLO de Ledon, 
a frequent visitor to the LIMERICK installation and an ardent 
supporter of the present Cuban regime, through a pretext 
investigation of the residents of an apartment building where 
CASTILLO was believed co- live. Later, LIENTRAP supported the 
results of the investigation with excellent photographs-of the 
subject.

3. ”To provide operational support to Station operations, i. e., rent 
hotel rooms and apartments, ..and conduct counter--surveillances. ” 
GERENDE is used frequently to rent hotel rooms, and apartments for . 
other Station.operations and activities. ^GERENDS's .comprehensive- ’ 
area 'mowledge and personal operational capabilities combine to make 
him an extremely valuable Station asset for such support activities. 
GERENDE also procures pest office box letter drops for the many 
Station operations requiring them.
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4. It is the Station's conclusion that theVnoney and case officer time 
expended on this s'egment of the LIEMPTY project is worthwhile and 
should be conti^edVtnW'l'^v.of phecqi^Tffy and quantity of operational 
information produced.

C. Simon D4 CLACKETu Segment (discussed in relation to project 
objectives) r

1. "To collect operational information and to identify operational leads 
pertaining to the LIMERICK target and Station targets of opportunity. " 
During this project year the LIJERSEY surveillance team under the 
direction of CLACKETT began contributing to the Station's support 
efforts through pretext investigations and physical surveillances. Some 
examples of the team's work are listed below:

a. Is a Guatemalan
Communist whiclYtheTeanrhahhlmIer~sufveillance from 
November 1959 to April I960. The surveillance, together 
with information acquired from other sources, eventually 
resulted in an unsuccessful re.crixit^^mmttempt onVijISCHLEHL

b. f Pericles FRAjNCp'Qrnbs (20'1 -^546)7-{FRANCO* is a .
Dominican of interest toWe Statjgi^^he LIJERSEY team 
devoted portions of five-jmdf^t^A Jan^py to May I960, collecting 
information on subject through^physical .surveillance.

c. CJ^l^I'aria^'jCHemaLLQREZJ^aldizon ^OX^.. '~7) was the 
subject of a physical surveillance during May and June I960. 
TTOPEZAvas later deported from Mexico through the efforts 
of LITEMPO-2.

cl. CLACKETT and the LIJERSEY team performed numerous 
pretext investigations on. Station targets of opportunity and on 
three separate occasions during die project year served as-" 
a counter-surveillance escort for Station officers in. other 1 
operations.

2. CLACKETT, just prior to his resignation in August I960, spent 
about five weeks giving tradecraft-and operational skills training to 
LITEA-1. Although not specifically covered by the project objectives, 
this ability on CLACKETT's part is considered a significant. con
tribution to the Station's support efforts.

\ ■ •, 1
L-.-
K ■ i ' : '

SECRET/WW^8*
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3. In view of CLACKETT's resigna.pj.Oii, which was effective 31 
August I960, and thrproposed;tfaiisfer of the LIJERSEY team to 
the I. [TEMPO, project, this segment^ the LIEMPTY project wibl 
not be renewed}.; However,-vfor\ thd^mord, it is considered that y 
the CLACKET^^egp.ent\Of\^E5vlPTYwas worthwhile and the 
expenditure of Stati^a^^'dn connection with LIJERSEY" operations 
were justified. \\

D, Relationship to Related Mission Directive Objectives:

It can readily be noted that Project LIEMPTY has provided support to 
many Station operations and in this manner has been a contributing factor 
to the furtherance of the Related Mission Directive. The project has not 
produced any positive intelligence nor has it been intended that it should 
do so. The project's sole purpose is to provide a mechanism for the 
development of operational information in support of other Station 
operations.

IL CHANGES .......t- ’

A. Simon D. CLAGKETT . ' mcOjX

The unexpected resignation pfVQLACICETT in August I960 has 
necessitated the decision hs'^dw-.best to utilize the LIJERSEY surveillance 
team and still benefit from'the training and experience gained by the team 
during the past.year. As explained in the LITEMPO project outline, it was 
decided that the LITEMPO Staff Agent would have the time, the need and the 
requirements to handle and manage the LIJERSEY team on a regular basis; 
consequently, the Station believed, that such a solution to this problem would 
permit the Station to continue to profit from CLACKETT’s past efforts.

B. Oliver G. SCANTLING

Since CLACKETT’s departure, SCANTLING, has been, handling.the .. 
LIJERSEY team as', an interim measure pending Headquarters approval or 
the LITEMPO project. SCANTLING has been, exposed to, and. likewise . 
knows, only one of the team members, LIEMPTY-20. SCANTLING is 
known to L-20 only by an alias.

E sS^ of 
y is.

SECRET/
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1. LIeMPTY-15 - Member of the LIJERSEY surveillance team - 
Transferred to Project LITEMPO and cryptonym changed to 
LITED-2.

2. LIEMPTY--16 - Member of the LIJERSEY surveillance team - 
Transferred to Project LITEMPO and cryptonym changed to 
LITED-3.

3. LIEMPTY-20 - Assistant Team Leader of LIJERSEY surveillance 
team - Transferred to Project LITEMPO and cryptonym changed to 
LITED-L

4. LIEMPTY-25 - Most recent addition to the LIJERSEY surveillance 
team. Transferred to Project LITEMPO and cryptonym changed to 
LITED-4.

■5. There have been no other personnel .chahgejs within the LIEMPTY 
project, excepting the resignations of Simon D. CLACKETT and 
Wilma Jo FIORDALI^L MT

EFFECTIVENESS

A, General comments pertairiing to the value of the project efforts to the 
Station's needs - The Station is of the opinion that its operations are only 
as good as the support mechanisms backstopping and contributing to them.

। The availability of unilateral- support agents and organizations, such as 
the LIEMPTY Project, to investigate leads and to collect operational 
information is,an indispensable ingredient to the Station’s espionage and 
counterespionage objectives. The Station would be seriously handicapped 
in its operational activities should the support services of such agents as 
GERENDE. SCANTLING and the agents under their control be suddenly 
made unavailable.

B. LIMERICK Target - The basis for most of theStacion's counter- - ..
espionage activities directed, aga inst, the LIMERICK target require detailed 
knowledge of rhe identity, activities and fellow associates of LIMERICK 
personnel. The LIEMPTY photographic basehouses undoubtedly provide 
more of this type information than any other Starton. operation. The 
production from LIEMPTY photographic bases and from the LIENVOY 
project provide the Station wife the large majority of LIMERICK leads.

RET/MATO^
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C. Targets of Opportunity-ty.^ieA^iniediate availability of independent 
assets to perform inves^igat^^sy photographic assignments and other 
essential types of support^ services in connection with Station targets of
opportunity represent an operational advantage which this Station considers
highly significant. It is due to such LIEMPTY assets that an agent can be 
sent to distant areas in. Mexico to do investigations, that photographs can 
be made of individuals and places which are of operational interest and 
apartments and hotel rooms can be acquired in fictitious names in 
support of sensitive operations and activities.

D. Although the progress and success of any support project depends :
upon requirements from other Station operations, it must be concluded ;
that Project LIEMPTY has indeed been effective during the past project i
year. . • • ■

IV. PROBLEMS • ' . '

A. Security - The activities of the<LIGAf&'J^M base were suspended in 
September 1960 as a direct result W'thel^^^t of three KURIOT ;
technicians by the Cx^^lGoVernment; -'Ohe of the technicians was known i
to have knowledge of.-thefour LIMtJST units.(LICALLA' is located in, one j
of these units) and the Station con^d^r'e'd-nVlappropriate to suspend photo- i
graphic operations pendIhg;'resplu|O of'the situation. At this time, 
there is no indication wl^\idiOA1LLA operations will be resumed. The i
LICALLA base operator has reported that there have been no unusual 
inquiries or other suspicious actions which might indicate that LICALLA 
has been compromised to LIMERICK personnel; however, such a ;
po ssibility will exist until the release of the three technicians. No ;
other security problems have occurred during the past year. ;

A
Vt. PLANS . ।

A. Processing of Photographs During the past year considerable'. • ’ •
... progress has been, made in the Station's handling, .1. er, '.sorting',indexing,.

.identifying leads and filing,, of photographs produced by the several bases; ■ ..

B. Photographic Techniques - The previous LIEMPTY Project Renewal 
Request indicated that the Station planned to try new techniques using 
HY-PAN film in night photography. HY-PAN film was used on a trial 
basis during daylight hours with poor results. .Almost invariably, prints

CCNC77
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from PIY-PAN negati^A'were^od ‘^W£j\^^consequently, were of 
little use in producing go^V^^ira^tf)Miots of individuals. In view 
of these experiments, nig^t^i&tography has not yet been attempted. 
It should be noted that Eastman Kodak's new TRI-X PAN film, which 
all bases and LIENTRAP now use, is superior to any film previously 
used by the Station for clandestine photography. The quality of all 
base photographs have been increased considerably as a direct result 
of this new film. .

C. General Comments - The Station believes that the GERENDE 
segment is now operating under optimum organizational arrangments 
and there are no plans for expansion contemplated at this time. It is 
expected that SCANTLING will soon be relieved of his interim 
responsibility for the LIJERSEY team and can concentrate more on his 
investigative and casing activities. The transfer of the LIJERSEY team 
to Project LITEMPO reduced Project LIEMPTY activities by an 
appreciable amount. It is not planned,^durw^the coming year, to 
expand present LIEMPTY activities;.'■ .

VI. COSTS
■ .. wy,\\ Gyp.. A. Past Project Year - Stat ioh TWn^qjre'cords indicate that Proiect 

LIEMPTY expended $19,12p-?<®rih^'Fiscal Year I960 (LDecember . 
1959 - 30 June I960) and hhs thus far during Fiscal Year 1961 (through 
31 October I960) expended $16, 734. 69. Contract Agents salaries and 
allowances paid by Headquarters, bring the total expenditures for 11 
months of the project.year to approximately $50, 000.00. An additional 
$4, 000. 00 will be obligated during the 12th month of the project year. 
This will bring total project expenditures to about $54,000.00 for the 
entire project, year.

B. Ensuing Period - Of the total $53,000.00 budget, itemized below, 
$31, 900. 00 should be expended during the remainder of Fiscal Year 
1961 and. the.balance, $.21,100.00,. should be expended during.Fiscal 
Year 1962. Normal accounting procedures, will be used for.all 
expenditures. w

SE C p,
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AGENT

Raymond H4 GERENDE d - .fU a/3 $ 5,040.00
Oliver G. SCANTLING <7- 4, 560.00
Louise J. MACRINO yTA’h. 2,500.00

(@- $2.02 per hour) 
LIEMPTY-4- f - 2,000.00
LIEMPTY-5 1,500.00

(@ $1. 75 per hour)
LIEMPTY-6 A A 2, 800.00
LIEMPTY-7 No Salary c’- -0-
LIEMPTY-8 e - ^7/ 1,800.00
LIEMPTY-9 2, 800.00
LIEMPTY-10 3, 600,
LIEMPTY-li o-TEM ...2?500.00
LIEMPTY-12 c- be-:?-id ; "'■Air ? 1, 800. 00
LIEMPTY-13 i' 1,800.00 v. A
LIEMPTY-14 r './.■-C- 1,8OO.PQ\TM\
LIEMPTY-19 A, 7rr*7 7 VO : A," ' ,i,ooo?oOiM>'
LIEMPTY-24 No Salary c -0-
Christmas bonuses all personnel 2,500.00

SUB-TOTAL $ 38,000.00

OPERATIONAL EXPENSES

Maintenance of MV-2279, 2284 
and .2286.

Operational Travel
Procurement- of Safehouses, post 

office boxes and renting . 
automobiles.

Purchase of information, 
identification documents, and 
bribes.

$ 2,000.00
500.00

2,000.00

2, 500.00

SUB- TOTAL. S .7,000.00
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2,000.00

500.00' '

OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT^

Repair and maintenanceof 
camera equipment.

Purchase of replacement 
photographic equipment and
supplies.

SUB-TOTAL

REAL ESTATE

Rent, utilities and maintenance 
of following safehouses:

‘LIMITED
*LICALLA 
LILYRIC

$ 3,000.00 T
1,500.00
1,000.00

5, 500. 00

GRAND TOTAL $53,000.00

*LIMITED and LICALLA rents are returned to the Station by LIMOUSINE and 
credited to Station miscellaneous receipts.

VIL EMERGENCY CONDITIONS

As regards the requirement listed in CSI-F No. 230-60, Annex A, for 
communications arrangments in the event of "Emergency Conditions. " 
the Station does not anticipate that this.project would or could continue 
to function, under its present objectives. However, both principal 
agents, SCANTLING and.GERENDE, would veryr<possibly be worthwhile 
sources of information to maintain contactlNt^wder'any adverse 
conditions. Both of these agents identifyahenip^rfs. in terms of 
ideology, motivation add perspective;-more as Americans than as 
Mexican nationals (which they are). It i.s ,rqh&6nable'co assume, there
fore, that SCANTLING and.GERENDE^mi.U^il^come valuable contacts
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The Station is await.e.tiiatthe.previous project renewal stated that 
emergency co mm,uhicatidhs arrangpnb&sXwere being made. The 
Station has finally \§.^dresses of relatives through,
whom GERENDE and K^^i^^Il^rcould be contacted under most 
situations. This infobinatton will be forwarded separately.


